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-L HE FIRST FLIGHTS of any new airplane are bound
to be a lot of fun when they are properly approached, even
if the plane is merely a copy of some well proven design.
However, when the airplane is entirely new and has a
number of unproven features and embodies new concepts,
it is well to approach initial flight testing with much cau-
tion and conservative actions. Accordingly, when we fin-
ally finished construction of the Mini-IMF prototype, we
had developed a complete outline of the various things that
we wanted to investigate. Some of these were quite routine
and others were left open so that we might go into new
qualities and characteristics more thoroughly. Thus, the
first things that had to be done were to assure that EVERY-
THING that could possibly be checked and rechecked was
accomplished before the machine was ever pulled out of
the shop. Such things as the proper tire pressure, lubrica-
tion of the wheel bearings, bleeding the brakes, aligning
the wheels, measuring and adjusting flight control surface
deflections, adjusting control stops, weight and balance
checks both empty and with pilot and various fuel loads,
adjusting the carburetor for idle, timing the engine,
synchronizing the impulse couplers, and checking the fuel
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flow rate at various aircraft attitudes were just a few of
the things we were able to do while awaiting acceptable
weather for that first flight. Add to these the usual checks
for safety of turnbuckles, cotters, pal nuts, and other rou-
tine security, we felt that at least most of the things that
needed to be done had been accomplished before we rolled
the Mini-IMF prototype out of the shop for the first time.

We had been able to run the engine for a couple of
hours even in the bad weather by merely opening the shop
door and pointing the propeller out into the rain that is
so common in the Pacific Northwest in late February and
early March. This permitted us to find out that the little
airplane had many of the same basic problems that we had
found with the Aerocars many years ago as far as starting
was concerned. Since the design employs the Dodge Man-
ufacturing Company Flexidyne "Dry Fluid Coupling"
about which we have written earlier (SPORT AVIATION,
March 1974) to eliminate the torsional resonance that
plagues long shaft drives to tail propellers, we quickly
found that this installation resulted in starting problems.
These were not entirely unanticipated, but since we had
never before installed such a unit on a converted VW en-
gine (the Mini-IMF uses a Limbach 1900cc VW conver-
sion), we wanted to start with the regular engine conver-
sion and develop the necessary "fixes" after we had tried
to make the original factory set-up work. It had been de-



(Photo by Jan Fardell)
Instrument panel of the Mini-IMF. The fiber-glass nose
cone was off the airplane when this picture was taken.

cided to eliminate an electric system in the prototype Mini-
IMF in order to reduce weight, complication, and cost so
the electric starter that came on the engine had been dis-
carded and a new recoil hand starter had been designed
and installed. This unit employs a standard go-kart recoil
starter uni t that can be easily obtained in go-kart shops,
and a Ford starter Bendix drive unit with "folo-thru"
action. This assembly replaces the original electric starter
that came with the engine and embodies suitable gearing
so that it takes two strokes of the pull rope to pull the
engine through a single cylinder compression. Thus, four
strokes or pulls on the rope will turn the engine one com-
plete revolution (two cylinders firing). Since the gearing

(Photo courtesy Molt Taylor)
The Limbach 1900cc dual ignition VW installed in the
Mini-IMF prototype. A full pressure baffle system is used
for cooling.

(Photo by Jan Fardell)
M. B. "Molt" Taylor and his latest creation, the Mini-
IMF. His two place IMP, held up due to questions re-
garding the future availability of Franklin engines will
also be ready for testing soon.

(Photo courtesy Molt Taylor)
Here you are looking forward from the tail cone into
the engine compartment. The prop shaft with its slip
spline and flexible coupling mate with the plastic bladed
cooling fan (available from Molt Taylor) and the Flexi-
dyne drive. The Limbach VW lurks in the darkness beyond.
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permits rather long strokes or pulls on the rope, it has
proven to be much easier to crank the engine with the re-
coil starter than to pull the propeller through by hand, and
although you can only crank one cylinder at a pull (after
getting the cylinder up on compression) this is all you
can do hand cranking the prop. Hand cranking the pro-
peller through the Flexidyne is possible, but it takes a lot
of "jiggling" to get the flow charge to settle down so that
the engine can be turned through a single compression.
Then, it has to be "jiggled" again to pull it up on com-
pression for the next cylinder. It is obvious that the recoil
starter is the only way to go if the electric system is to be
eliminated. It was also determined that the starter that
came on the engine had insufficient torque to turn the
engine through compression without the aid of the inertia
of the propeller, and with the Aerocars we had determined
many years ago that a geared starter was necessary in
order to crank engines equipped with the Flexidyne drive
to the propellers. In fact, the geared starters now found on
Lycoming aircraft engines were originally developed by
Aerocar to overcome this problem.

Once the recoil starter was installed we quickly found
that we had still another starting problem due to the "lag"
of the impulse couplers. Since the Limbach engine is timed
30 degrees ETC when running and had a 25 degree "lag"
through the impulse couplers for cranking, it was obvious
that the engine was still going to fire 5 degrees ETC when
being hand cranked. This resulted in violent "kicking" of
the engine which yanked the pull rope handle out of one's
hand and slammed it back into the firewall behind the
pilot. However, it was determined that the impulse coup-
lers on the two Slick mags were adjustable and a quick
disassembly of the units permitted moving the impulse
coupler "lag" adjustment one tooth (5 degrees) further re-
tarted. This made the mags fire at top center on the coup-
lers, and no further problems with the "kicking" during
hand cranking with the recoil unit were experienced. After
a couple of experiences with having the rope handle pull-
ed out of your hand, we were glad to get that problem
licked.

With everything adjusted mechanically and with all oil
leaks and gas leaks stopped, we finally got a decent day
and were off to the airport. We had built a special
trailer to carry the Mini-IMF with its long (25 foot)
one piece wing hung on the side of the trailer. It quickly
became obvious that we are going to want to make this
long one piece wing fold, and we are already working on
a replacement wing which will have a 7 foot center section
and two 9-1/2 foot panels which will fold aft alongside
the fuselage much like the Coot arrangement which has
proven to be so satisfactory as a one man folding oper-
ation.

Meanwhile, there were many things that we wanted to
find out about since the Mini-IMF has many NEW fea-
tures. At the airport the prototype was quickly assembled
and initial testing was begun. The first thing to be inves-
tigated was the brake effectiveness, and it appears that
there is some room for improvement here. We are already-
working with the brake manufacturer and they are supply-
ing us with improved master cylinders and calipers to
overcome these problems. However, it was determined
that the Mini-IMF could be readily steered with the brakes.
At anything over 20 mph the air rudders are quite effective
for ground steering despite the inverted "V" tail config-
uration (about which we had proven nothing up to this
point). In fact, the inverted "V" tail is so completely con-
ventional that it was quickly forgotten as far as any
special considerations were concerned. During con-
struction of the prototype many visitors had expressed
reservations concerning the non-steerable nosewheel
arrangement when there was no slip stream blowing on
the air rudder for steering, but the first taxi experience
immediately showed that there were really no problems
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on this score. We did find that despite all our precautions
we had not tightened the nosewheel shimmy damper suf-
ficiently, and a bad case of nosewheel shimmy brought us
back to the "pits" pronto. One more hole on tightening
the adjustment nut and a new cotter quickly cured this
"problem." Previous experience had shown us that the en-
gine of the Mini-IMF can apparently be idled indefinitely
without overheating on the ground (in fact it can be run
well over 1500 RPM continuously without overheating on
the ground), so we had not even shut the engine off for
the shimmy damper adjustment.

Back to the runway and another fast run up the field
showed no shimmy, and airspeed was permitted to build
up to 50 mph. At this point experiments with the flight
controls showed that the ailerons were very effective al-
though not in the least "touchy." The elevator control
proved to be less effective than we had anticipated up
to this speed. With the Coots where the propeller is blow-
ing directly on the elevators, it is possible to lift the nose-
wheel very early in the takeoff run. However, with the
Mini-IMF the airspeed needs to be about 50 mph before
rotation will commence. Once the nosewheel is off the
ground at 50 mph, the wing immediately lifts the aircraft
up on its "tippy-toes" due to the nature of the single leg
spring gear and the available angle of attack before the
wheels leave the ground is approximately 15 degrees.

Several high speed taxi runs at this high angle of at-
tack condition and rotations trying to accelerate the "ro-
tation" in an effort to touch the wire "feelers" that we had
installed on the ends of the "V" tail surfaces showed that
it was impossible to touch these "feelers" even with
rather violent elevator motion. It was quite apparent
that the Mini-IMF was not going to be able to touch its
tail on takeoff despite all of the consternation and expres-
sions of concern that our many visitors had expressed
during construction of the prototype. It was also quite
apparent that if there was enough air going over the tail
to rotate the airplane, the airplane was going to be "fly-
ing" once it got to any high angle of attack condition.

All of this experimenting had shown us that the landing
gear was behaving properly and, in fact, the slight twist
which is employed in order to put the wheels where they
will retract into the bottoms of the wing had resulted in
a "trailing-arm" effect. This results in an effectively large
rolling radius for the wheels, and experiments running off
the runway and out into the rough grass showed that the
landing gear was ideal. The nosewheel proved to be a bit
on the "harsh" side due to its having absolutely no "oleo"
or shock damping. However, its single leg spring concept is
so simple and light that we feel the bit of noise it makes
due to being bolted directly to its retraction bearings on
the nose bulkhead is quite acceptable. After all, the Mini-
IMF was not designed for rough unimproved field oper-
ations although it certainly does go over the bumps nicely
(except for the little bit of noise from the nosegear).

At this point we began thinking about some lift-offs,
and since we had just that morning finished a static pull
test on the wing attachment fittings and found out that
they would take 14G before they started to fail (and then
they didn't fail catastrophically), we had no misgivings
about attempting some full throttle runs up the runway
with rotations and climbs up to 50 foot altitudes before
we were forced to cut the throttle and drop the nose for a
landing straight ahead. By this time we had conducted 25
or more experimental runs up the runway and were be-
ginning to feel at home with the inverted "V" tail, and the
"Side-Controller" flight control seemed completely normal
and conventional. The spring loaded "trim" had been left
in its center position and during none of the operations
had we found it necessary or desireable to move it. Of
course, friends were standing beside the runway during
these "flights" up the runway and between many of the
"runs" we had stopped to discuss things like airplane



(Photo by Jan Fardell)
The nose gear folds forward and upward and the main
gear straight upward with the wheels coming to rest in
the wing . . . leaving a tremendously clean airframe to
cleave the air.

t- (Photo tty Jan "Flrdell)
Molt Taylor's new Mini-IMP is now completed and was
flown for the first time on March 27, 1975. Telting went

fso well that Molt made 20 short flights that day! The
'"' prototypg ĵjii|fcl|i1p is powered with a Limbach VW
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attitude, how much noise we were making, etc. In fact,
we had a sound level indicator on hand and found that the
Mini-IMF is extremely quiet. Readings of 70-75 decibels
were made as the aircraft passed overhead at no more
than 50 feet, and the complete absence of any "distress"
noise from the propeller indicates that the inverted "V"
tail along with the two bladed propeller and the generous
space between the trailing edges of the ruddervators and
the propeller had resulted in an extremely quiet arrange-
ment. Although we had built "salt-shaker" noise baffle
units to insert into the exhaust pipes of the Limbach engine
to further quiet it, we were happy that we had not installed
them yet so that noise level measurements were possible
without their further quieting effect. We will find out later
how effective they can he.

Once we had made enough short flights to determine
that the controls were nicely effective and not too "touchy"
or too sluggish, we began a series of experiments to find
out more about the GA (PC)-l wing arrangement which
we had fitted on the Mini-IMF prototype. This wing sec-
tion is a further development of the GA (W)-l wing which
is being publicized in recent articles and is far easier
to build and from what we have now seen, may be an
entirely NEW advance for the homebuilder. First, the wing
has much the same basic contour and leading edge
arrangement as the GA (W) wing, but its trailing edge is
quite different. Instead of needing complicated and cost-
ly "Fowler"' type flaps to realize any great "lift" benefits,
the (PC) wing relies more on wing area to get the lift re-
quired for short takeoff. etc. The Mini-IMF has an aspect
ratio of nearly 9:1 which means that it has a long, narrow
wing to start with. With its almost 75 square feet of area
and a gross weight of only 750 pounds this gives the Mini-
IMF a nice 10 pound wing loading, which puts it in the
Cub class on this score. However, although it has generous
wing area, the (PCi wing has the capability of 'reflex-
ing' the trailing edge of the wing. Thus, in cruise flight
the trailing edge of the Mini-IMF wing can be trailed
'up' about 10 degrees. This in effect reduces the wing area
of the aircraft since the trailing edge of the wing is
brought up into the wake of the rest of the wing. For
takeoff and climb the trailing edge is streamed normally.
For landing, the trailing edge of the wing is "drooped"
approximately 10 degrees. A separate "wing-control" is
located adjacent to the throttle and moves fore and aft
much like the throttle.

We were most anxious to evaluate the "wing control"
on the Mini-IMF prototype and we quickly found out that
you could play the wing in such a way as to greatly
alter the way the aircraft responded. For instance, although
the propeller fitted on the prototype would only permit
the engine to turn a maximum of 2700 rpm at full throttle
(which gave us slightly more than 50 h.p. to play with at
this point ) we found that the wing in the "drooped"
landing condition created enough drag so that it was im-
possible to accelerate to takeoff speed with the Flap-
eron trailing edges of the wing down. We further found
that we could quite appreciably reduce the initial takeoff
run to rotation speed if the wing were left in the cruise
(reflexed" up) condition. We quickly discovered that the
way to take off was to run up the runway with the wing in
cruise position, and then when the airspeed was sufficient
to rotate, merely pull the wing control back to the take-
off/climb condition and the aircraft immediately was off
and away. Similarly, we found that during the approach
and landing the wing control permitted us to easily adjust
the glide path to touchdown any way we desired. In fact,
you can play the wing control and you get the feeling that
you are really f lying far more than you do where you
are merely having to fly according to the way the wing
responds with its fixed position and characteristics. While
normal flaps do give you some leeway with the wing and
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let you add a bit of lift and/or drag, most aircraft have the
flap control so arranged that it is inconvenient to move it,
or the movement is so slow that you really set it once and
fly the airplane as it has to be flown as a result of the setting.
With the GA (PC) wing you have an entirely different bird
in hand, and the easy operation and placement of the con-
trol for the wing in the Mini-IMF make it like having an
entirely new flight control. The hinge moments of the full

(Photo courtesy Molt Taylor)
It takes only about 15 minutes to strip the Mini-IMP down
to this condition for easy access for service and inspec-
tion . . . or to put it back in flying condition. With this
kind of accessability the level of maintenance should
always remain high on Mini-IMPs.

(Photo courtesy Molt Taylor)
Close-up of the rudder pedal installation. Notice that the
airframe and systems are constructed of standard extru-
sion, plate and aluminum sheet and tube — without
welding or machining. As this prototype was being built
in Molt's shop, only those tools available to the average
homebuilder were used.



span Flaperons, as we call them on the Mini-IMF, are very
low and the forces on the control are light and easy to
handle. The very high 3:1 differential throw on the Flap-
erons in the "aileron" movement mode is such that there
is very little down deflection on the "down" aileron when
the Flaperons are in the depressed or landing position.
However, the aileron movement "up" is quite large so
there is no deterioration of lateral control with the wing
control in any of its infinite positions.

Evaluation of the stall characteristics during landings
showed that the Mini - IMF could be slowed to something
less than 50 mph with complete lateral control without
any appreciable effort and cross wind landings with the
aircraft in the crabbed condition were made where the
aircraft was actually contacting the ground in consider-
able crabbed attitudes. We also experimented with the old
Navy way of coming in with the aircraft "crabbed and
kicked" to contact the ground headed along the track as
well as the usual wing-down techniques. Any of these
crosswind methods proved acceptable, although our own
preference has always been the crab-kick system since we
learned to fly the Navy way many years ago and always
wanted to hit those wires straight and not catch a wing on
one.

The inverted "V" tail of the Mini-IMF proved to be all
that we had anticipated. Turns in level flight are com-
pletely coordinated without the use of any aileron. The
rudder action is quite effective although it is not sensitive.
The elevators are sensitive, but not touchy. The ability
of the pilot to steady his hand on his thigh assures that
no rapid movements of the controls are made without the
pilot wanting to make them. The toe brakes work to per-
fection as far as their position and movement are concern-
ed and with a little rework of the system and a smaller
master cylinder to get the hydraulic pressure up we feel
they will give us all the effectiveness for stopping that we
want.

Examination of the propeller shaft system after five
hours of operation show absolutely no difficulties. During
adjustment of the Flexidyne to determine the proper
amount of flow charge we were able to obtain an ad-
justable frequency strobe light. Use of this light lets one
actually observe the shaft while it is running and the
"drift" of the shaft in relation to the rotation of the en-
gine at the resonance peak is quite apparent. The total lack
of vibration and noise after the Flexidyne was properly
adjusted indicates proper action of the Flexidyne and our
'over 25 years of experience with this unit driving long
shafts to tail propellers in aircraft shows us that this fea-
ture of the Mini-IMF can be expected to have a service
life equal to the engine without any maintenance or serv-
ice.

During construction of the prototype Mini-IMF we had
the opportunity to have some rather large potential
builders sit in the aircraft and we found that pilots as
large as 6'7" were able to easily step aboard and close
the canopy without hitting their head. Other people as
heavy as 285 pounds found the semi-reclined bucket seat
very comfortable. Despite all the room, the Mini-IMF has
a cross section no larger than most of the VW race planes.
With its instantly retractable landing gear and light gross
weight along with the power available from the 1900cc
Limbach engine installed in the prototype, we anticipate
flight cruise performance equal to any of the other high
speed VW types Hying. With the engine on the CG of the
airplane and with all the space available in the engine
compartment, it should be easy to adapt the aircraft to any
of the other VW conversions that one might want to in-
stall. Further, the various Continental engines from 65 to
100 h.p. should be quite suitable, however, we hasten to
point out that any engines other than the one presently
fitted into the prototype are going to necessitate the de-
velopment of suitable starters as well as modifications of

(Photo by Jan Fardell)
The Mini-IMF's high aspect ratio wing (9:1) is evident in
frontal shot. The span is 25' 6".
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the impulse couplers to assure easy and positive starting.
The shaft system shown in the drawings will be suitable
for engines up to 100 h.p., and we anticipate that we wil l
have the complete shaft system available for builders once
we get to the point of offering drawings, etc. The drawings
set will include a full set of full size patterns for all
curved trim lines and things like the airfoil section. All of
the fiber-glass parts that give the aircraft its shape will
be available. At the present time it looks like it will be
possible to reproduce the Mini-IMF on a one at a time
basis for approximately $3000 plus the engine. This cost
includes the trailer, instruments, a modest radio (recharg-
able battery powered), and all parts and materials.

Although the prototype has now been flown exten-
sively, we are not going to quote any exact flight perfor-
mance figures until we have investigated other propellers.
It is quite evident that an aircraft as clean as the Mini-
IMF really needs some sort of controllable propeller. How-
ever, we know of nothing of this type that is presently
available. We do have one of the Warnke ground adjust-
able propellers on order and will report on its flight per-
formance effects as well as other flight characteristics
of the Mini/IMF at a later date.
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